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Boris Malinovsky. Rockets onboard Computers 

n the former USSR there were three organizations assigned to create control systems for the rockets and 

spacecrafts, including onboard computers; one of them was situated in Ukraine. It was the Kharkiv RPA 

"Khartron" (earlier – "Electropribor").  

For more than 40 years it was the leading producer of the control systems for the onboard and land-

based computer complexes, complicated electronic equipment for various types of rockets and spacecrafts. 

During these years the control systems were created for the intercontinental ballistic missile SS-7, SS-8, SS-9, 

SS-15, SS-18, SS-19, the most powerful launch vehicle in the world "Energy", the launch vehicle "Cyclone", 

orbital modules "Quantum", "Quantum-2", "Crystal", "Nature", "Spectrum", more than 150 satellites "Cosmos" 

and other objects.  

The first head of the "Khartron" onboard equipment elaboration division created in 1962 was 

A. Shestopal. In 1966-1992 this unit was headed by A. Kryvonosov. 

In 1968 the first experimental sample of the onboard computer built on hybrid modules was tested. In 

six months its three-channel modification built on monolithic integrated circuits emerged. In 1973 for the first 

time in the USSR a new rocket 15A14 with the control system, which included the onboard serial computer 

15L579 was launched.  

The complex of processing characteristics (capacity – 16 bit, memory volume – 8K words, core memory 

volume – 32 K words, speed – 200 thousands operations per second), reliable element basis, secured for this 

onboard computer a unique longevity for almost 25 years, and its streamlined variant exploited on boards during 

the military exercises till today.  

In 1979 the missiles 15A18 and 15A35 with the uniform onboard computer system were added to the 

armory. For the control systems of these "super-products" the novel technology of the mathematic software 

testing with so-called "electronic launch" was elaborated for the first time in the USSR. The flight and the 

control system reaction to the main disturbing agents were modeled on a special complex, which included the 

computer - BESM-6 and the produced blocks of the - control system. This technology also provided an effective 

and complete control over the - flight tasks. The group of "electronic launch" designers (Y. Isenberg, 

B. Konorev, S. Koruma, I. Velbitsky and others) received the State Prize of the Ukrainian SSR. 

For the next years under the supervision of A. Kryvonosov four more generations of the - onboard 

computers were created. They had one of the best in the USSR computing and in use performance and an 

effective software - design, that made them comparable to - foreign analogs. 

The onboard computers, elaborated and produced in Ukraine are used on widely known - rocket 

complexes SS18 ("Satana") till today. - Doctor of technical science Anatoly Krivonosov – the laureate of the 

Lenin Prize, State Prize of the Ukrainian SSR, honored by - the order of the "Red Labor Banner" is still active 

today.  

 
"Khartron" onboard computers features 

 Name Speed x  Capacity bitROM  RAM Weight, кg Dimensions, mmPower, Wt 

   10
3 
oper/c       

 ЦО1М 2000 16/32 4К 272К 50 670x415x355 280 

 ЦО1 1000 16/32 4К 16К 49 803x490x266 250 

 Ц18 200 16 4К 32К 30 770x272x240 250 

 Ц18М 400 16 12К 10К 26 770x272x240 

 ЗА02 500 16/32 8К 32К 33 500x398x338 178 

 Л01 500  16/32 2К 32К  22 767x266x238 102 

 У01 500  16/32 8К 32К  25 767x266x238 81 

 15Л579 200  16 8К 32К  21   

 15Н 1838-02 500  16/32 8К 32К  65 852x638x258 81 

 СЦЕМ 400 16 4К 28К 6 378x203x145 25 

 405201 200 8 1К 1К 20 461x311x370 95 

 4А80 2000 16/32 8К 272К 50 300 

 4А160 2000 16/32 4К 272К 25 150 
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